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      Dynasty Ceramic Public Company Limited’s core business is the manufacture and distribution of ceramic 
tiles. It buys all products produced by Tile Top Industry Public Co., Ltd. at a wholesale price for sale. The 
Company also purchases sanitary ware and products related to ceramic tiles such as stair components and 
tile grout. And buys products from The Royal Ceramic Industry Public Co., Ltd. for sale through outlets and 
its products are exported overseas to countries and regions including Brunei, Cambodia, Laos, Malaysia, the 
Maldives Indochina, Myanmar, New Zealand, Philippine etc. 
 
Product information 
Product Types 
 1 Ceramic Tiles 
  1.Floor Tiles: It has a low water absorption properties which sintering at high temperature, 
resulting to be durable to support a lot of weight. Also has a pattern and polished surface with matt, glossy 
or rectified which easy to clean. These are to be selected to meet a various needs where there are also 
has various sizes to choose, such as (Unit: Centimetre) Size 60 x 60, 60 x 60 (Digital) Size 30 x 60 (Rectified), 
30x60(Digital Rectified) Size 40x 40, 40x40 (Rectified), 40x40 (Digital), 40x40 (Digital Rectified) Size 30x30, 
30x30(Digital) Size 20x20 
  2.Wall Tiles: It has light weigh characteristic. There are various size suitable for indoor such 
as (Unit: Centimetre) Size 20  x 20  Size 20  x 25 , 20  x 25(Digital) Size 20  x 30 , 20x30(Digital) Size 25x40 , 
25x40(Digital) 
Size 30x50, 30x50(Digital) 
  3.Porcelain Tiles: is a tiles that have been fired at a high temperatures until the tile has a 
homogenouse apprerance. Tile texture is strong, not easily broken, resistant to scratching and support 
impact resistance. Porcelain tile texture is less porous which charactereised to low water absorption, result 
in excellent prevent moisture or algae problems on floor. It can be install in wet areas or use as paving in 
heavy-duty area sych as walkways or stairs. Also can be use to tilling outside th building such as garage 
flooe or edge of the swimming pool that is expose to both sun and must be always wet. This is a tiles that 
can be use covering both inside and outside the building. 

          
           



 2 Grout (Produces by the subsidiary) under Top Stick Trademark 
 3 Trading goods 

Grout    under Weber Trademark  
Tile Adhesive    under Top Stick Trademark  
Tile Trim    under Thai Standard Pipe Trademark and OD  

     Trademark 
Stair nose  under OD Trademark 

 
Brands 
The ceramic tiles produced by the Company and its subsidiaries comprise under the trademark  “Dynasty”, 
“Tile Top”, “Jaguar” , “Value”  ,“Mustang” ,“ Chicken” , “Birdie”, “Ducky”, “Swan” , “M” , “Cosmo”, 
“Rover” , “Monte” 


